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ABSTRACT

User experience (UX) evaluation is a growing field with diverse approaches. To understand the development since previous meta-review efforts, we conducted a state-of-the-art review
of UX evaluation techniques with special attention to the triangulation between methods. We systematically selected and
analyzed 100 papers from recent years and while we found
an increase of relevant UX studies, we also saw a remaining
overlap with pure usability evaluations. Positive trends include
an increasing percentage of field rather than lab studies and a
tendency to combine several methods in UX studies. Triangulation was applied in more than two thirds of the studies, and
the most common method combination was questionnaires
and interviews. Based on our analysis, we derive common
patterns for triangulation in UX evaluation efforts. A critical
discussion about existing approaches should help to obtain
stronger results, especially when evaluating new technologies.
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → User studies; Empirical
studies in HCI; HCI theory, concepts and models;
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INTRODUCTION

User experience (UX) has attracted increasing interest in recent years. One comparable indicator, at least for academia, is
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Figure 1. Commonly applied methods and triangulation strategies found
in our literature study. The size of the nodes (methods) and links (combinations) is proportional to the number of occurrences.

the number of papers published. In Google Scholar, for example, the search term “user experience” roughly returns 20,800
results for the publication year 2010, increasing to more than
32,500 for the year 2016 (+56% in total). While UX considerations have become embedded in research and design processes,
they still remain a challenging and strongly discussed area for
both researchers in academia and practitioners in industry.
The focus of UX, for example defined as “A person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service” [21], has shifted from
simply acknowledging usability and performance aspects of
interactive products, towards the emotional, hedonic aspects of
interaction. Reaching beyond usability, UX has been extended
to incorporate hedonic qualities such as aesthetics, stimulation and identification [37]. UX also is a dynamic concept
influenced by contextual aspects, such as place, social and temporal aspects of use as well as the users’ specific emotional
states [47, 23]. It is thus clear that UX offers a much more
holistic and dynamic take on interaction with products than
pure usability.

As an academic discipline, UX has evolved in the multidisciplinary intersection of fields such as cognitive science,
design, psychology and engineering. Not only the definition
of the term UX is discussed, but also the question how to study
and evaluate UX. A number of surveys of available methods
and methodological gaps were conducted around the turn of
the present decade (see, for example, [90, 107, 80, 9]). However, as the field has evolved over the years, we see the need
to reassess the field of UX evaluation. We want to take the
thoughts of the previous meta-analyses of Bargas-Avila and
Hornbæk [9], Vermeeren et al. [107], Roto et al. [90] and
Obrist et al. [80] - published around 2010 - further, to examine
the progress until today. Our goal is to update the knowledge
and provide an analysis of the current characteristics of empirical studies in UX from 2010 to 2016, as well as an outlook on
possible future developments. In particular, we are interested
in how the multi-dimensionality of UX is approached by using (or not using) method triangulation, i.e., applying two or
more methods, to obtain well-founded evaluation results from
different perspectives. Our analysis therefore includes trends
regarding the number of UX publications, UX dimensions
studied, study contexts, method application, and triangulation
patterns derived from the analysis of method application.
Building on the current state of the art, we point out potential
gaps and future directions. Is the topic of UX evaluation still a
Bermuda Triangle of disparate research approaches, or is there
land in sight for an evolved UX evaluation practice?
RELATED WORK

Evaluation has been identified as one of the core pillars of
academic UX research [58, 63, 103]. Alves et al. [5] demonstrated in 2014 that experience evaluation plays an important
role for UX practitioners in industry and concludes that “most
practitioners believe that UX evaluations have a strong to decisive impact on the user interface”. The approaches used for
empirical UX evaluation have, however, been debated (see for
example [13, 63, 90]) as a result of the different epistemological directions of the research area.
It has been claimed that evaluating UX requires new assessment methods and approaches [9, 50] and a wide range of UX
evaluation methods have been developed over the years (e.g.,
UX curve [56], AttrakDiff [39], or the UX-q [61]). BargasAvila and Hornbæk [9] pinpoint three areas of intense debate
regarding evaluation: the types of products studied, the dimensions of UX, and the methodologies applied, reigniting “the
debate between qualitative and quantitative approaches” [9].
Law et al. [63] point out the epistemological differences between engineering approaches to UX where “to measure is
to know” and the humanities, where it may be considered
naive and simplistic to assume that a fuzzy concept such as
experience can be readily reduced and measured.
The ambition of sound empirical evaluations [63] applicable
to UX thus led to the meta-review efforts in the late 2000’s and
early 2010’s. These reviews concerned both the underlying
theory and models of UX [58, 64] as well as the area of UX
evaluation [5, 9, 80, 90, 107]. A number of common methodological gaps in UX evaluation approaches were identified at
this point of time:

• In previous work, the underlying, assumed dimensions of
UX have been found to often be unclear and/or interchangeable with usability [64]. The often very vague link between
evaluations and UX theory is problematic; not fully understanding and formulating what is evaluated makes improvements difficult.
• Existing evaluation work was largely founded on selfdefined questionnaires and few UX methods were satisfactorily validated for the cause [9, 107].
• There were only very few practices for evaluating UX at
early stages of design processes [90, 107, 9]. These need
formative methods, providing feedback that can provide
information on what and why to revise to improve a design
already early in the development [107].
• There was a lack of UX method triangulation that addresses
the multidimensionality of experience. The lack of rational
ways of collecting data from multiple methods was found
by several reviews [9, 90, 107]. Although “benefits in
terms of a rich picture of UX and higher scientific quality
by collecting data with a combination of UX evaluation
methods are well recognized” [107], there was a call for
developed knowledge of which methods work well together
and how to effectively collect and analyze the data from
different sources.
Triangulation

As mentioned, the lack of multi-dimensionality in the evaluation formats was a commonly identified issue in previous
meta-reviews. Law et al. [65] write “employing quantitative
measures to the exclusion of qualitative accounts of user experiences, or vice versa, is too restrictive and may even lead
to wrong implications”. Arhippainen et al. [8] demonstrate
how applying several methods in practice can help researchers
to learn about users and their ways to express experiences,
and to catch “user experience information piece by piece by
utilizing different methods”. However, they conclude that
there is a general lack of knowledge generation in the area
of UX and using multiple methods. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that experience data is accessible in layers [108]
and that therefore more of an experience can be understood
by, for example, moving between “the expressible” by interviews [93], to tacit behaviors by observation techniques and
latent experience data of “knowing, dreaming and feeling” by,
for example, generative sessions [108].
Outside the UX field, the roots of method triangulation approaches traces back to the “paradigm wars” [104] and grew
in popularity during the 1980s in social, behavioral and human
sciences [44] to bridge different epistemological standpoints in
research; applying triangulation approaches served as a way to
overcome differences in approaches to knowledge production,
enabling both the abilities of qualitative research in understanding the subjective, as well as the quantitative to determine
statistical trends and connections. Denzin [19] outlined four
types of triangulation in order to study a phenomenon: (a) data
triangulation (i.e., the use of a mix of data sources in a study),
(b) investigator triangulation (i.e., a number of researchers
researching the same phenomenon), (c) theory triangulation
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Figure 2. Procedure of our literature review, adapted from the
QUOROM statement.

(i.e., the use of a number of theories used for interpreting results of a study), and (d) methodological triangulation (i.e.,
the use of more than one method to study a phenomenon).
Creswell [18] describes the overarching two different types of
employing two or more methods; either sequential (firstly either a quantitative or qualitative method is used, and the other
type is used in a following study to explain, explore or validate
the results) or concurrent (where two or more methods are
employed within the same study to cross-validate findings).
Employing triangulation to study a subject has been claimed
to contribute to a more reliable, holistic and well-motivated
understanding of phenomena [44], and to counteract inherent
biases from data sources, investigators and especially methods.
Thus, triangulation can be claimed to lead to higher confidence in results and also to uncover unexpected results. This
is true especially for multi-dimensional topics, such as UX,
that may need multiple approaches, bringing depth as well
as breath to the understanding. In their review of empirical
studies, Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk found a “sad lack of reference” [9] between the groups of qualitative and quantitative
methodological approaches. We are following up on the topic
of triangulation approaches in UX evaluation - has there been
progress? What can we learn from strategies currently applied?
STUDY AIM AND LITERATURE STUDY SETUP

UX evaluation continues to be a popular, but often debated,
topic in conferences as well as in journals. Our goal is to
provide an updated overview of UX evaluations in academia,
from the years that have passed since the previous efforts of
literature reviews, e.g., [9, 80, 90, 107]. We are interested in
the methodologies employed, the dimensions of UX that are

Database
(ACM DL)

Search Results
(total)

Relevant
Publications

CHI
UbiComp
DIS
CSCW
UIST
ICMI
IUI
TOCHI

7,482
2,265
1,092
1,701
839
843
837
278

137
34
40
17
13
1
20
18

50
10
14
8
3
0
7
8

Total

15,337

280

100

Conference / Journal

Table 1. Number of search results (excluding results from extended abstract, companion, and adjunct proceedings) and relevant publications
for our analysis (per venue from 2010 to 2016).

studied, the products studied and the stages of development
process in which the studies takes place. Furthermore, we
investigated the application of triangulation within UX studies,
whether it has increased since the turn of the decade, and identified current approaches for handling multidimensionality.
By evaluation, we mean a focus on assessing specific designs,
from early concept ideas, over prototypes to finished products,
in order to inform a design process. As our aim is to study the
overall UX field, based on the academic literature, we did not
select a specific practical model or view of UX as a basis for
paper selection. Accordingly, we reviewed papers stating to
evaluate UX as a part of their description of the study.
We decided to pursue a systematic analysis approach, based on
a representative sample of publications in the field of HumanComputer Interaction and UX, to derive suitable insights regarding triangulation approaches in academic UX studies. Our
approach (see Figure 2) is based on a procedure similar to
Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk [9] and Lachner et al. [57] hence
similarly adapted from the QUOROM statement [77], which
specifies guiding principles on how to conduct meta-analyses
including a quantitative data synthesis and a clarifying flow
diagram.
Step 1: Identification of possibly relevant publications

Source selection. Academic work related to UX evaluation is
spread across multiple scientific journals and conferences and
continues to gain interest.
To limit the scope of our analysis we decided to only use the
ACM Digital Library (DL) as a research database, including
476,316 records (207,571 from 2010 to 2016) in total at the
time we conducted our review.
Furthermore, besides being a rich source of UX research, it
contains influential conferences and highly ranked journals
such as CHI, DIS and TOCHI. We further narrowed down the
scope through our selection of suitable target conferences and
journals. We based the selection of suitable venues on the h5index indicated by Google Scholar as well as the relevance for
our study aim hence omitted proceedings that target a specific
domain (e.g., robotics, mobile, etc.). As a consequence, eight
ACM conferences were selected (see Table 1).
Search procedure. We used the search query “user experience”
AND “evaluation OR method OR measure OR assessment
OR study” in any field and limited the search results to the
period 2010 to 2016. We excluded the current year (2017),

since the publication year was not yet finished and thus not
yet all possible relevant papers available. Next, we selected
the conference proceedings (respectively the journal) of all
selected venues and excluded all extended abstract, adjunct,
and companion proceedings if they were listed individually
(based on [9]). False positives were excluded at later stages.
Our procedure led to 280 papers in total (see Table 1).
Step 2: Definition of scope and procedure

Exclusion criteria. As a next step, we defined criteria to
exclude publications that were out of scope of our study aim.
A publication was excluded if (1) it was not a full paper, or (2)
if there was no trace of an empirical study, i.e., not including an
empirical study of any kind, not including a clear description
of the evaluation process or the study results, or (3) if the
authors of the paper did not clearly state that evaluating UX (in
any form) of a product or service was the aim of the empirical
study. For the third exclusion criteria, it is important to note
that we only included publications where the authors directly
linked their study to UX while we excluded publications where
the term “user experience” was only mentioned in the abstract,
key words, related work, and/or introduction and not as a part
of describing the specific study. We did not judge the authors’
views on UX; if authors claimed to study user experience, they
were included in our detailed categorization.
Screening categories. Next, we selected the categories (based
on [9]) that we used to analyze all relevant publications. Name
and type of method were categorized (e.g., self-developed
questionnaire, standardized questionnaire, free interview, semistructured interview, activity tracking, live observation) and
information if the method was referenced or not was noted.
The (data) type of the methods in each publication (qualitative, quantitative, or both), task orientation (explorative use
where the user was free to explore without guidance, or taskoriented), and if a motivation for the use of triangulation was
stated (if two or more methods/types of data were applied). We
also noted place of study (lab/field) and period of use (singlesession/shortterm/longterm). For each study, we noted if there
were references to UX literature and theory, as well as which
dimension of UX that was studied. Thereby we differentiate
between the consideration of following aspects: generic UX
(experience is studied as an own construct without mentioning
directly what is to be collected or measured), pragmatic quality
(usability, functionality), hedonic quality (“psychological wellbeing through non-instrumental, self-oriented product qualities” [20, 36]), aesthetics/appeal, satisfaction, affect/emotions,
enjoyment/fun engagement/flow, frustration, motivation and
other constructs. We elaborate further on the categories in the
results section.
Procedure. A common understanding and acceptable interrater reliability of the definition and interpretation of the exclusion criteria and the screening categories was ensured by
four cross-checks before the final screening, containing of in
total 60 papers mutually reviewed in full. Each of the the four
cross-check rounds consisted of an independent analysis as
well as a joint telephone conference of the first three authors to
discuss 15 papers from each of the venues CHI ’16, CHI ’15,
DIS ’16, and DIS ’14. These cross-check helped to decide how

to interpret the inclusion or exclusion of papers and how to assign the defined categories. Most prominently, we sharpened
selection criteria 3 and decided to exclude evaluations that
mainly target the analysis of experiences with technology in
general, e.g., with the aim to derive UX theory, as compared to
the evaluation of a specific product or product type. Whereas
Hayashi and Hong [41], for example, state that “the overall
goal of the studies was to investigate the user experience in
using an authenticator [...]” (included in our review), Tuch et
al. [101] start their survey study with the question “Bring to
mind a single outstanding positive experience you have had recently” (omitted). Similarly to the latter, Mekler & Hornbaek
[72] aim “to identify hedonic and eudaimonic components of
[...] experiences”. Both latter examples were excluded from
our review for stringency to our meta-study by a clear focus on
the directed evaluation/exploration of a product/service type
or case.
Step 3: Identification of relevant publications

Inter-rater reliability. We considered the exclusion of publications as crucial for the subsequent analysis. To ensure
the reliability of the selection process, the first three authors
conducted a final screening test round. In the test round, each
author individually screened the same set of 49 papers (17,5%
of all possibly relevant publications). The set consisted of
randomly selected papers of each conference/journal and year.
The inter-rater reliability for the exclusion was found to be
α = .8307, 95% in a CI of (0.7161, 0.9345). According to
Krippendorff [53], values for α higher than .8 can be seen as
a satisfactory.
Procedure. For the final screening procedure, we split all
publications of papers between the first three authors with
weekly meetings to discuss borderline papers.
Exclusion. Firstly, 30 publications were excluded because
they were not full papers. Second, 46 papers were excluded
because they were not empirical studies of a specific product or
product type. Third, 102 papers were excluded for not relating
the concept of UX to the empirical study (see Figure 2).
Step 4: Categorization of relevant publications

After identifying all relevant publications, the three authors categorized the same set of publications according to the defined
screening categories. Once again, weekly meetings where
held to handle unsure cases of categorizations.
Step 5: Analysis of UX studies in relevant publications

Interim analysis. After about half of the time needed for the
categorization in step 4, we organized a workshop at DIS
2017 [84] to discuss initial insights with researchers in the
UX field. At the workshop, we presented first insights of
our review, including, for example, types of products studied,
UX dimensions addressed, referenced UX theory, employed
methods, and triangulation approaches. Together with all
workshop participants, we interpreted our initial findings at
that time. These interpretations provided an initial basis for
our final screening and analysis process.
Final analysis. Finally, we finished screening and categorizing
all relevant publications. The final screening also included

one more cross-check for borderline papers. For the analysis,
we first looked at general developments in the field of UX
evaluation. Second, we specifically examined mixed method
approaches/triangulation patterns.
RESULTS

Below we report our results in following structure: We begin
by describing general insights about the development of the
amount of UX publications over time (1), the studied dimensions (2), and context (3). Then, we present our analysis of the
applied methodology (4), which ends up in detailed insights
about common triangulation patterns (5) in UX studies.
The Development of User Experience

In general, we see a temporal development of the papers we
rated as relevant (empirical studies with a focus on UX) with
a percentage increase of 283% from 2010 to 2016. This
means that in total 40% (N=100) (of all identified full papers
(N=250)) were identified as relevant for a detailed categorization. However, the percentage of all full papers that have been
excluded because they did not focus on UX (in total 41%)
converges over the years with the percentage of papers we
rated as relevant. Looking at the linear trend lines, there is
only a slight decrease (-2.5%) of papers rated as relevant, and
a slight increase of “no UX papers” (5.1%). Thus, neither a
positive nor a negative development was observed over time
(in terms of amount of relevant papers, i.e., the numbers of
publications containing the search words increased continuously) but the percentage of papers found relevant in relation
to the total numbers of papers containing the search words,
remained fairly stable. This means that there is a continuous
growth of UX studies. Below, we will discuss some insights
regarding the UX dimensions we studied, the context and the
methodology we used.
UX Dimensions
UX is mostly studied as a general construct

In the detailed analysis and categorization of relevant papers
(N=100), we found that the category that we summarized as
Generic UX was the most frequently evaluated UX dimension
(56%, see Table 2 for a full list of all UX constructs we used).
In the Generic UX category, UX authors understood UX as
a general construct and did not specify which aspects they
studied in detail. For example, Woo et al. [111] describes:
“we conducted a qualitative user study to understand people’s
UX dimensions
Generic UX
Pragmatic Quality
Aesthetics/Appeal
Hedonic Quality
Satisfaction
Affect/Emotion
Enjoyment/Fun
Engagement/Flow
Frustration
Motivation
Other Constructs

%**
56
22
7
6
4
4
4
3
2
1
16

Examples
[111],[75],[78]
[1], [109], [99]
[96]
[99]
[106]
[54]
[69]
[4]
[86]
[100]
e.g, trust [82]

Table 2. Dimensions of UX research. Note: *multiple dimensions in one
study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100).

experiences with DIY smart home products”. In Bargas-Avila
and Hornbæk’s study of papers from 2005-2009 [9], Generic
UX was also the main experiential dimension, yet slightly less
prominent (in 41% of all papers). Consequently, there has
been an increase from 2010 to 2016 of papers that evaluate
UX as a broader construct. In 2010, only 1 out of 6 papers
studied UX as a general construct [49]. In 2016, 52% of the
papers did not define any additional concrete dimensions.
In addition, 22% of all relevant papers measured the pragmatic quality, by constructs of usability, ease of use, and/or
efficiency. The reasoning behind focusing on the pragmatic
quality differed, e.g., “to better understand the impact on the
User Experience, we conducted a lab-based user study to evaluate the effectiveness of different time series visualizations
that use varied interaction techniques, visual encodings and
coordinate systems for four tasks [...]” [1]. Other constructs
which were understood as a dimension of UX included Aesthetics/Appeal (7%), hedonic quality (6%) and satisfaction
(5%). Enjoyment/Fun and Affect/Emotion, both considered
as core dimensions in [9], are only investigated in 4% of all
papers. Engagement/Flow, Frustration and Motivation were
also rarely studied.
Rare links to UX theory

The high percentage of papers using a vague description of UX
is also reflected in the theoretical frameworks of the papers.
Overall, only 17% of all papers use a definition of UX, 83%
do not. Furthermore, established UX theory papers, e.g., [21,
23, 64, 65, 37, 38] are only referenced extensively in 8% of all
papers, to some extent in 17% and in 75% not at all. Häkkilä
et al. [32] wrote “[...] Although there is hardly a unified
definition for UX [62, 64], it is widely agreed that UX goes
beyond usability and instrumental aspects [64]. A definition
presented in [38] describes UX as ’a momentary, primarily
evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product
or service’[...]”, as an example of a paper containing extensive
references to UX theory. Such extensive descriptions were
rarely found in all relevant papers.
Context
Wide range of products studied

While in 2005 to 2009, art was the most frequently evaluated
product [9], we found a very wide range of products studied
from 2010 to 2016. 20% of all papers evaluated individual
products - too diverse to create their own categories, e.g., icons
[96] or interactive museum installations [42]. The most frequently studied product types were mobile phone/app (15%),
followed by interactive games (13%), web tools (12%) and
websites (10%). The UX of new technologies such as connected services/IoT (4%) and VR/AR (2%) are increasing, but
the number of papers is still small, see Table 3.
Few studies focus on early product development stages

In total, 56% of all studied products are presented and discussed as prototypes (of which 96% are high-fidelity prototypes), 39% are finished products or beta versions. Earlier
stages of concepts were rarely evaluated. Only two papers
used a wizard-of-oz setting and only one paper analyzed stories in a narratated form.

Studied Products

%*

Examples

Method Type**

%*

Examples

Mobilephone/App
Interactive Game
Webtool
Website
Professional Software
Audio/Video/TV
Connected Service/ IoT
Non-digital Product
Vehicle
VR/AR
Wearable
Other Products

15
13
12
10
9
6
4
3
3
3
2
20

[54], [67]
[7], [3]
[30], [83]
[75], [100]
[99]
[32]
[111]
[45]
[40]
[81]
[24]
e.g., icons [96]

Self-Developed Questionnaire
Semi-Structured Interviews
Activity Logging
Standardized Questionnaires
Live User Observation
Videorecording
Free Interview
Think Aloud Feedback
Diaries
Focus Groups
Online Feedback
Probes
Physio-psychological

53
46
31
26
19
16
9
6
6
5
3
3
2

Others

5

[81], [32], [75]
[24] , [32],[111]
[3], [99],[49]
[40], [59]
[96], [7]
[99], [45]
[102]
[82]
[7]
[7]
[66]
[79]
[25]
e.g., sticky labels to
capture context [68]

Table 3. Products studied in UX research. Note: *multiple products in
one study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100).

Equal share of field and lab studies

In contrast to [9], where only 21% regarded the context of
the product in their study, from 2010 to 2016, almost the half
(45%) of the publications described a field study and thus
involved the context in their investigations. Ghellal et al. [29],
for example, studied the experience of an augmented reality
game within a horror and vampire genre “merging a fictional
universe and the physical environment into one pervasive experience, centering around a variety of augmented reality activities played out at sunset”. At the same time, 41% were lab
studies. Remote studies were conducted by only 8% and a
mixed setup (lab and field) by 4% (all percentages rounded).
We found that professional software tools (77.8%; N=7), mobile phone/apps (53.3%; N=8) and connected services (75%;
N=3) were mainly investigated in a field study, while interactive games (61%, N=8) are more frequently evaluated in a
controlled lab setting.
Still limited “truly” longitudinal studies

Furthermore we can report that 63% of all selected UX studies
are evaluating the UX within a single session. These sessions
were mostly conducted in the lab (61.9%; N=39), or within
a field study (25.4% N=16). However, at least 34% of all
UX studies used a long term setup (several weeks). Of these,
76.4% are conducted at the field, 14.7% assess UX remotely
and 5.9% are performed in a lab. Only 3% are analyzed in a
short term setting (i.e, several days, thus longer than a single
session but not for weeks or longer). In total we can speak of a
positive development since 2010, where the studies stretching
over several weeks were only available in “some papers” [9].
However, “truly” longitudinal studies which “cover typical
product life cycles over several months and years” [9] are still
missing at large, with important exceptions such as [55].
Method Application
Focus on traditional methods

In order to evaluate UX, a variety of methods from related
fields, as well as newly developed methods have been employed over the years. With regards to method deployment
in our data set (see Table 4), we observed that self-developed
questionnaires were used in more than half of all papers
(53%), 46% conducted semi-structured interviews, 31% employed activity logging, 26% used a standardized questionnaire, and 19% observed their users (see Figure 1). Probes
(i.e., additional material given to the users to elicit experiences,

Table 4. Methods used in UX research. Note: *multiple methods in one
study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100) **data is collected
without judging, whether the measurement is right for assessing UX.

such as the possibility to express experiences through video,
photo or drawings) and objective measures such as physiopsychological methods were rarely used. Self-developed questionnaires are also the method which is most commonly used
stand-alone (11%), followed by semi-structured interviews
(9%) and standardized questionnaires (6%).
Broad range of specific methods

When looking at established methods that focus on a specific evaluation scenario, an analysis shows that there is a
broad range; 40% use a unique method, which no other study
employs in our dataset (see Table 5). The NASA-TLX questionnaire, developed to assess workload [35], was (perhaps
surprisingly) the most frequently used method in all UX studies (7%). Next, the AttrakDiff questionnaire [39] (5%) and a
second version of it (2%) were employed. The System Usability Scale was used in 3% of the papers. As a consequence, we
cannot report a high consensus in methods in general.
Specific Method**

%*

Examples

NASA-TLX
AttrakDiff
System Usability Scale
AttrakDiff 2
User Engagement Scale
Aesthetics scale
PANAS
Others

7
5
3
2
2
2
2
40

[59]
[54]
[24]
[49]
[4]
[87]
[52]
e.g., SAM [76]

Table 5. Specific methods used in UX research. *multiple specific methods in one study possible, based on all relevant papers (N=100) **data is
collected without judging, if the measurement is the right for assessing UX.

Data type is mostly mixed

Our systematical categorization shows that 32% of the data
collected in UX studies is solely quantitative (e.g., activity
logging, questionnaires, psycho-physiological data) and 22%
solely qualitative (e.g., interviews, observations). However,
combinations of different methods based on the same data
type, meaning either two or more qualitative (respectively
quantitative) methods, are part of these numbers. The bigger
part of the papers (46%) applied both quantitative and qualitative measurements, meaning that the studies used two or
more methods, i.e., a triangulation approach. This is further
analyzed in the next section, both for method triangulation as
well as also data triangulation.

Triangulation Patterns

Analyzing the methodology of the 100 selected papers, we can
observe that the majority (72%) uses a triangulation approach.
While 21% mix only the method (e.g., Campbell et al. [14] use
activity logging during the interaction with weblog posts and
a post-use self-developed questionnaire focusing on ease of
use, enjoyment, and intention to return), in 46% also the data
type (quantitative and qualitative methods) was triangulated.
Only two papers mix theory [89] or user groups [83].
We were able to cluster and identify 8 insights about triangulation patterns based on our analysis of general method
combinations (see Figure 2) and data type per temporal stage
of assessment, i.e., before, during, or after the evaluated interaction (see Table 6) as described below.
Gaining deeper insights motivates triangulation

Our analysis shows that many authors justify the use of multiple methods. In 32 (44%) of all papers that use any kind
of triangulation (N=72) the authors state a motivation for the
use of multiple methods. Besides, e.g., Ardito et al. [7] who
justify their approach based on related work in the field of
triangulation, most authors briefly mention that their aim of
applying more methods or data types was to get deeper insights
(e.g., [17] or [105]). Additionally, a second main reasoning behind method triangulation was to better understand the results
of other applied methods, e.g., using post-use interviews to
make sense of observations (see [31]) or post-use interviews to
make sense of video recordings (see [67]). A total of 23% of
all papers reported only positive results from the study, while
the rest reported mixed results or mainly negative outcomes
of the evaluation. When including only papers that applied
triangulation, 19% reported on only positive outcomes.
Tendency towards triangulating a few methods

Our analysis also shows that the majority of method combinations is only based on a small set of different methods
(see Figure 1). More precisely, we saw that self-developed
questionnaires are most frequently used together with activity
logging (23%) or semi-structured interviews (20%). Furthermore, semi-structured interviews are often combined with
activity logging (15%) or with standardized questionnaires
(11%). A typical triangle of methods (not necessarily applied
in isolation) is the combination of self-developed questionnaires, semi-structured interviews, and activity logging (10%).
The most frequent triangulation pattern, which is used standalone (without any additional methods) is self-developed
questionnaire and activity logging (9%), whereas 6% additionally use semi-structured interviews. Thus, compared to
previous research [9], we see a substantial increase of the use
of activity logging as a complement to more traditional selfreporting. However, when qualitatively reviewing the content
of the method descriptions, results, analysis and discussions,
we often found weak links between the conclusions drawn
from both sources.
Preference for quantitative data

From all methodological approaches, post-assessment based
on quantitative methods represents the most common approach
(see Table 6). However, from 16 publications which use questionnaires after the experience, there was only one publication

Temporal Stage
before during after

No.

Comment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

only one stage / quantitative
during/after: quantitative
post-use triangulation
only one stage / qualitative
during/after: mixed
during/after: qualitative
all stages: qualitative
during/after: mixed
only one stage / qualitative
during/after: mixed
all stages: quantitative
during/after: mixed
during/after: mixed
during/after: mixed
during/after: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
all stages: mixed
before/after
before/after
before/after
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16
11
9
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

96%

100

Table 6. Overview of the identified data type combinations in all selected
publications based on the studied data type(s) per temporal stage of assessment (quantitative method(s) = , qualitative method(s) = ). Note:
*combinations are numbered according to their frequency of occurrence,
based on all relevant papers (N=100).

in which the authors combine standardized and self-developed
questionnaires to evaluate UX. The other 15 papers use either
self-developed or standardized questionnaires. Nevertheless,
the triangulation of quantitative methods during and after the
interaction represent also the second most common approach
(see Table 6, no. 2). Furthermore, quantitative methods are
often used in the test stage of a design process (in total 15 out
of 27 publications that use approaches no. 1 or 2, during or
after interaction, see Table 6, e.g., [40] or [11]) and for lab
studies (in total 17 out 27 publications that use approach no. 1
or 2, see Table 6, e.g., [2] or [3]).
Thus, as already observed in previous research [64] we can
still see the strong links of many UX studies to momentary
performance metrics and usability-style experiments.
Infrequent pre-/post-evaluation

Table 7 shows an emphasized interest in evaluations during
and after the interaction. In particular, 96% of all studies assess UX after the product usage, whereas 65% of all studies
assess the UX during the interaction. Although 22% of the relevant papers investigate UX before the actual use, only three
publications from recent years pursue an expectation-focused
approach focusing on the analysis of pre-use and post-use evaluation. Furthermore, 19% assess UX in all temporal stages.
Uriu et al. [102], for example, conducted interviews before
and after the assessed interaction plus video recording during
and after the interaction. Their goal was to study the UX of
a whole cooking support system. Current research emphasizes the focus on pre-use and post-use evaluation (e.g., [74]).
Expectation is a key aspect of an experience, yet still rarely
analyzed in academic studies.

Before



During

After

%

Examples







42
32
19
4
3

[4], [7], [87]
[92], [60], [88]
[68], [100]
[27]
[66]





22%


65%

96%

Table 7. Temporal aspects of UX evaluation: before, during and after
interaction. Note: *combinations are sorted by frequency of occurrence,
based on all relevant papers (N=100).

Interviews and questionnaires for post-use evaluation

Interviews and questionnaires are not only two of the most
common method types that were used in all relevant publications, but also the preferred triangulated methods, as previously stated. In our analysis, we see a tendency towards
post-use triangulation of interviews and questionnaires, either
as a stand-alone data type triangulation (see no. 3 in Table 6,
e.g., [34] or [12]) or in combination with the additional evaluation before and/or during the interaction. In total, one quarter
of all analyzed publications triangulate only questionnaires
and interviews to evaluate the experience afterwards.
Vermeeren et al. [107] also observed that scale-based questionnaires, often have a follow-up interview to better understand
research findings. In contrast, Alves et al. [5] more recently
outlined that in practice, companies prefer observation and
think-aloud over questionnaires and interviews.

We had assumed to find more holistic studies addressing all
temporal stages of UX evaluation, since their importance and
value have been highlighted before [48]. However, similar to
our findings, the review of Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk [9] in
2010 highlighted 17% of papers which analyzed all temporal
stages and 3% that focused their evaluation on pre-use and
post-use experience.
Diverse approaches for evaluations of accumulative UX

Almost one fifth (19%) of all relevant papers analyze all temporal stages, including the experience before the interaction
(i.e., expectations), during the actual use, and post-use UX.
Although about half of the publications that analyze all temporal stages focus either only on quantitative methods or only
on qualitative methods (see Table 6), we identified a variety
of different data type triangulation approaches. While Shin
et al. [95], for example, base their study on mixed data preuse, quantitative during use and mixed data post-use, Park et
al. [82] use quantitative methods before and after the interaction and qualitative methods during the interaction. Further
combinations are summarized in Table 6.
DISCUSSION

During the process of writing this paper, we presented our results at a workshop [84] and discussed them with UX experts
of academia and industry (N=8). This helped us to critically analyze and assess existing approaches of UX evaluation method
application from a practical and non-biased perspective.

Tendency towards more methods for exploration

It would seem plausible that the more data we collect, the more
insights we can derive. Vermeeren et al. [107] question why
researchers always want more data and suggest to rather focus
on suitable combinations of methods. Our analysis confirmed
the tendency towards applying more methods in UX studies,
as only 28% of all relevant papers base their user study on
only one method. Furthermore, the studies that pursued an
explorative approach (i.e., with the main goal to explore a
product or prototype freely rather than evaluating a specific
task) tend to be based on more methods than task-oriented
studies. From all 16 publications that use 4 or more methods
in their empirical study, 12 (75%) pursue an exploratory user
study (e.g., [17] or [46]). When we had a closer look at the
papers that only applied 1 method in their study, we saw that
11 (39%) out of 28 publications focus on Generic UX (e.g., [2]
or [81]). We agree with Vermeeren et al. [107] that it is not a
cause in it self to add more methods, but careful consideration
of combining the right method is key. We, however, consider
the tendency towards more methods to be a generally positive
trend in the exploratory studies to better understand the results.
Extensive long term studies and formative evaluation

The joint evaluation of expectations, UX during the interaction, and post-use UX is usually time-consuming and costly,
but pointed out as an important key understanding of user
experiences [47, 70]. Based on our analysis, we can see that
such holistic evaluations of UX before, during, and after the
interaction are often conducted for long term studies. From all
relevant publications in our analysis, 19 analyze all temporal
stages whereof 13 (68%) focus on a long term evaluation.

How is the UX Research Field Evolving?

While the overall number of UX studies is increasing, only
a quarter of the papers make any kind of reference to UXspecific literature. This raises the following question: Is the
theory of UX already taken for granted or is it too vague or
unknown? We had to exclude 104 papers which used the term
“User Experience” as a buzzword but did not address the topic
at all (based on our understanding). Often the term was even
used within the title or the author keywords but nowhere else
in the paper. One of the workshop participants stated: “UX is
gaining attention, everybody wants to say they do UX – even
though they don’t do it”. The fact that theory was often only
vaguely addressed likely had consequences on the quality of
evaluation. UX evaluation still appears to struggle with the
same issues as in previous meta-reviews (e.g., lack of theory,
lack of validated methods, overlap with usability), and one
could question whether the field is maturing or disintegrating.
Furthermore, the lack of reuse of UX-specific methods was
apparent in our data. The reasons behind this could not be revealed in our empirical data, but perhaps the nature of specific
experiences (e.g., of a mobile health service [10] or a navigation system [43]) may not appear to be translatable to more
generic methods for approaching the evaluation topic, and the
researchers turn to, for example, self-developed questionnaires
rather than reusing existing, validated ones. UX is a diverse
topic and hence it may be misleading to look for a “one solves
it all” method, but rather choose more specific methods for the
specific type of experience and/or triangulation to accomplish
a useful UX evaluation.

How Can we Exploit Data-Driven Methods for UX?

Surprisingly, the data-driven and objective method “activity
logging” belongs to the 4 most frequently used methods in UX
studies. But is it really a valid measurement to assess users’
experiences? This was also discussed at the workshop, and
one participant stated: “Activity logging is only used to report
data, but relationships are rarely investigated”. Similarly, we
found a large number of papers employing user observations,
but often it was not clear how observations were analyzed and
how they actually contributed to the results. Exceptions were,
of course, found, which contributed to a better understanding
of the experience (see, for example, [94]). We believe that
there is much more work to be done in this area, to guide
technological efforts that can be of value when studying UX.
Dove et al. [22] write: “It is no longer enough for UX designers to only improve user experience by paying attention
to usability, utility, and interaction aesthetics.” and suggest
that much more can be done to improve UX by employing
machine learning for offering new value, such as personalization of systems by learning from user interactions. We found
very little efforts in this area in relation to evaluation, and look
forward to further progress of data-driven methods to help us
understand UX, finding patterns and relationships instead of
isolated data. We also found very few studies addressing different other emerging technologies and contexts of evaluation,
such as UX evaluation by, for example, AR or VR, although it
appears to be on the rise (see for example [28, 33] for recent
studies), as well as the UX of interacting with virtual actors
(see [15, 110] for examples) and automated systems [85, 73,
26].
For data-driven methods, we believe that triangulation of qualitative insights and quantifiable measures is important, either
by sequential triangulation (i.e., using qualitative data to understand identified patterns in quantitative data or the other
way around [18]) or concurrent triangulation, to better grasp
and validate the UX data as it is gathered.
Why are Early UX Evaluations still rare?

Michalco et al. [74] and Kujala et al. [55] suggest to study
the relation between expectations and UX as expectation disconfirmations, which has a significant effect on the overall
UX. However, our study revealed that as of today, only few
publications investigate the relation between expectations and
the post-use experience (assessment before and after the experience). The infrequent comparison between expectations
and after-use evaluation is also related to the persisting lack of
UX evaluation at early design process stages, although this is
often claimed to be important in a design process [90, 107, 9].
We had assumed to find more of these studies, but we did not,
even if the examples of methodological approaches of Wizard
of Oz (i.e., a human controlling the interface to respond to
a user in a test setting) used in the field [17, 31] were very
informative.
We conclude that most studies are focused on tangible and
complete or almost complete designs; early stage evaluation
relies heavily on the imagination of the study participant and is
a step researchers may be unwilling to take. In addition to this,
we were interested to see if there were approaches uncovering

not only the expressible and readily available responses to an
experience, but also the tacit and the latent aspects of experiences (c.f. [93]). Of all papers, 4% used extra stimuli/probes
during the evaluation, such as the possibility to express the experience in video and audio material (see [68]). We think that
these are interesting approaches deserving further exploration.
Parallel Analysis rather than Triangulation?

Our analysis of sequential and concurrent triangulation patterns (cf. Creswell, [18]) demonstrated the complexity and variety of UX evaluation. In this area we could see most progress
in the research field, but also identified several methodological gaps. In the papers we reviewed, there were examples
of well executed sequential triangulation. Sequential triangulation holds the possibility of ensuring a systematically user
experience-driven process, where initial findings can be followed up by additional data for further explanation, validation
or exploration [18]. As examples of studies where data was
explored sequentially, Leong et al. [68] used an initial diary
study as later basis for further explanation during interviews
with the participants. Hart el al [34] challenged their results
from questionnaires based on unexpected findings in qualitative interview data. Hayashi and Hong [41] validated their
primary data source by deriving from the quantitative data that
the participants had a reasonable amount of exposure of the
system to evaluate it qualitatively. Results like these serve
an important role in building confidence for the data validity.
Triangulation of sequential exploration of themes found in
initial user studies were common, such as Lederman et al. [66]
who employed sequential exploration by first understanding a
product space qualitatively, triangulated with the evaluation of
a designed prototype. This was a more commonly applied type
of triangulation, than for example validation of data points
across data sources.
We found very few examples of concurrent triangulation that
carefully matches quantitative with qualitative data to derive a
truly joint analysis, where results can be questioned or strengthened based on correlations or the lack thereof in the data. In
many papers reviewed that applied triangulation, different
types of data are gathered, but rarely cross-analyzed. Many
studies left us with questions whether there was not more to
be learned from the data with regards to correlation or differences between different types of data. There appears to
be a growing understanding in UX research that using more
than one method is beneficial, but a well-grounded knowledge
about how to systematically cross-analyze data appears less
widespread. Actively analyzing overlaps and differences in,
for example, qualitative and quantitative data, that can add to
richer and better validated knowledge of the evaluated topic, is
still rare. Valuable exceptions are however for example Woo et
al. [111] who make connections between data points over time
as well as from different formats, to strengthen the outcomes.
Many studies provide a very short and general motivation of
triangulation, if any, but there are exceptions, such as Kim
et al. [51] who describe the process of applying grounded
theory for the understanding the nature of the experiences
and numeric data of questionnaires and log data of system
usage for providing descriptive statistics linked to the themes.

Ardito et al. [7] use a thorough motivation of their triangulation of data sources such as observations, questionnaires
and focus groups, later cross-analyzing and making connections between the sources. Perhaps the “sad lack of reference”
[10] between the quantitative and qualitative is beginning to
lessen, but a widespread understanding how both approaches
can contribute to each other apparently has not been accomplished yet. There could have been many more good examples
of better integration of data during the analysis of results, as
triangulation approaches have been claimed to lead to deeper
understandings and sometimes unexpected results.
Outlook on UX Research

From our review, we conclude that there are a number of specifically open questions to be further addressed in the UX field:
There is a need to provide further guidelines and practical
examples for effective combinations of different methods,
i.e., triangulation strategies in UX evaluation. These could
further exemplify how results from studies can be explained
either by the use of sequential triangulation, e.g., understanding a pattern found in quantitative data by employing further
methods gathering qualitative data, or by concurrent triangulation, e.g., reinforcing findings with two or more types of data
that are cross-analyzed. Along more theoretical descriptions,
also practical examples of addressing UX from a triangulation
perspective would be inspirational and serve as a palette of
examples of methods to use.
More studies are required which analyze the relation between
expectations and UX, building on the importance to satisfy
user’s expectations to achieve high UX [55]. We believe that
further incorporating expectations in UX evaluation studies
is an interesting thread to follow up on in more evaluative
papers. There is a lack of empirical papers addressing “multi
touch-point” or “multi-device” experiences [91], although
important for many products today [97], i.e., services that do
not only link to one type of product and context of use. As this
is an increasing part of our daily lives, it has gained interest in
ACM publications (see for example [6, 16]). We also believe
there is much work to be done to address the specific nature
of multi-device UX. The topic also connects to multi-user
environments, which were addressed in 16% of the studies.
To encompass the needs of studying emerging experiences
of, for example, the IoT, the palette of evaluation strategies
must be expanded to encompass multi-device and multi-user
experiences. The methods used for studying a single person
or product in one context need to be challenged and expanded
or accompanied by other approaches. Up to 2016, we found
hardly any work concerning up and coming technological
approaches such as machine learning, that, however, appears
to be applicable in UX evaluation, given the possibilities of
technological development [22, 98].

further insights into the state of UX evaluation. Further work
could also encompass additional sources inside ACM that
were now excluded, such as the NordiCHI conference series.
Especially, there is a need to constantly keep the analysis
up-to-date with each finished publication year, starting with
2017. UX is still a developing research field which needs to
be observed continuously.
Given the substantial amount of research in the field, it would
also make sense to narrow the focus of further meta-reviews.
For example, it could be specific types of experience dimensions and types of data collected for these, enabling deep-dives
into more isolated questions. An example of such a deep-dive
is provided by Mekler et al. [71] on quantitative evaluations
of enjoyment from interactive games. Even if more specificity
is needed in meta-reviews, we also look forward to other reviews of where the field of UX is heading, not only in terms of
academic evaluation but also, for example, in theoretical foundations and industrial practice (as only 16% of the reviewed
papers had 1 or more authors with an industrial affiliation).
CONCLUSION

To analyze the current state of UX evaluation in academia,
we systematically identified 280 relevant papers, out of which
100 papers were finally selected for full review. In the continuously growing number of papers over the years 2010-2016, an
increasing diversity in this inherently multi-dimensional field
can be found. This is, of course, an asset: a product may (at
different stages of development) benefit from both “macro”and “micro”-perspective evaluations [57]. However, we see
that many of the challenges reported in earlier meta-reviews
still remain, such as the weak links between theory and evaluation, little attention to expectations in UX, and a tendency
towards self-defined questionnaires and post-use evaluation.
Progress could be identified in the use of triangulation, by
inclusion of more methods as well as a larger number of studies performed in field contexts. Thus, we can perhaps see
land on the horizon, but conclude that UX evaluation currently
still remains sort of a Bermuda Triangle, often depending on
personal perceptions of UX rather than aggregated theory.
We see that interest and efforts in the UX field still persist,
and we look forward to further work. Areas which need to
be addressed are evaluation approaches to multi-device experiences, machine learning, upcoming technology for virtual
experiences, and addressing expectations in UX. Method triangulation needs to be used more coherently; for stronger
results in UX studies, we recommend to integrate and structure data better. For example, a well-defined structuring of
observational data, improved cross-analysis of qualitative and
quantitative data, and a solid definition, which aspect of UX
to evaluate, will bring results forward.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In our review, sources outside ACM were excluded, which
may have provided a bias towards approaches founded in
engineering and human factors perspectives rather than, for
example, a design, psychology or a marketing perspective
on UX. Directing the search to, for example, more designoriented conferences and journals will most likely provide
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